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XXI.—On the Determination of the Curve, on one of the coordinate planes,
which forms the Outer Limit of the Positions of the point of contact of an
Ellipsoid which always touches the three planes of reference. By G-
PLARR, Docteur es-Sciences. Communicated by Professor TAIT.
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The question is the following:—We consider the solid angle formed by
three planes at right angles to each other, and into the space of this single
octant we introduce a given ellipsoid, and cause its surface to be tangent to>
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466 DR G. PLARR ON THE DETERMINATION OF

each of the three sides of the solid angle. The position of the points of
tangence will of course be variable in each plane according to the orientation
given to the axes of the ellipsoid, but it is evident that on each of the planes
the positions of the point of contact will be unable to outpass certain limits so
long as the ellipsoid fulfils the condition of remaining tangent simultaneously
to the three planes: these limiting positions of the point of contact in one, as
for example, of the planes, will form a certain curve, and the proposed question
will be: the determination of that curve, the limiting curve as we shall call it in
the sequeL

§1-

Let a, /?, y designate the unit vectors in the direction respectively of the
three principal axes of the ellipsoid; let a, b, c designate the lengths of these
axes; then if to represents the central vector of a point on the surface of the
ellipsoid, and if we put

aSaco /?S/3w 7S7W

or briefly

the equation of the ellipsoid will be

Saxjxo = 1 ;

and if CJ0 designates the central vector of a point outside the surface, the equation

will represent that of the tangent plane passing through the extremity of w.
Let 0 designate the apex of the solid trirectangular angle, and i, j , k the

unit vectors in the direction of the three edges. We may assume that O and
i, j , k remain fixed in position and direction. From this it follows that the
centre d of the ellipsoid and the direction of the trirectangular axes a, /3, 7
will be the variables of the question.

"We designate by 6 the vector OOi of the centre of the ellipsoid in one of its
variable positions, and by

p, <*, r,

the vectors of the points of contact of the ellipsoid with the three planes
respectively

(J.k), (k,i),(i,j)

briefly designated, these vectors having their origin in O. From their defini-
tion they satisfy the conditions

Spi = 0 , Scr? = 0
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We call, on the other hand,

the central vectors of the points of contact, so that we have

P = 6+Pl,

in.
At the extremity of px the tangent plane is by hypothesis the plane (j, k)

itself, so that the normal to the plane is parallel to i. At the same time, the
normal has the direction of fa, thus we may put

N being a scalar to be determined.
This equation gives

where <j>~1 is the inverse of <$>, and is defined by

4>-1u> = aa2Saw+/362S/3w +jc2Sju>,
or briefly by

0~lfc>=2aa2Saw.
Having

Spi<ppi = 1 ,

pl being a central vector of a point on the surface, we get by the two vector
equations:

This determines N ambiguously, but we have the equation of the tangent plane
to give it its sign: namely, the tangent plane at the extremity of px passes through
the point 0 ; we may, therefore, for the central vector <u0 put

Thus the equation of the tangent plane

owing to <j>pi — iN, becomes
-NS0»=1.

This gives
- 1 l

N=-

If we put
6=iu+jv+hw,
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it will be necessary to assume that the values of u, v, w will continually be
positive in consequence of our admission that the ellipsoid be contained in the
one octant of which the edges are in the directions + i, +j, + k.
We have thus

A consideration of what takes place in the two other tangent planes will give
corresponding values of v and of w.

We thus have the three expressions

with the restriction that the determination of the square roots of these expres-
sions be the positive one exclusively.

By the value of N and of analogous values for the cases of ô  and ru we
have now

,= — d>-li ,

1 w Y

These values are to be introduced into

We may at once introduce also the following notations :—

k, xo=sj<j>k,

§111.

Let us now calculate the variations of the above vectors when the directions
of a, & y vary. It will be sufficient for our purpose to consider the variation
of p only.

We represent the unit vectors a, fi, y by

' a=piq
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where p( )q is to express the operator of a conical rotation, in which pq = \, and

For any position of the point of tangence at the extremity of p (generally
comprised within the inside of the limiting curve), we represent the variations
of the quantities by the characteristic S, reserving the sign d of the differential
to the increase of p when the extremity of this vector moves on the limiting
curve.

In this latter case we assume (having Spi=0)

p=jy + lcz;
consequently

dp=jdy+kdz

represents the element of the limiting curve.
In the general case p changes into p + 8p; putting

e = 2ty.xq
we get

8a

Applying these to S(<̂ "1w) we get

S(0-1©) = SVea
namely

S(9i-
1co) = V(e^-

This written for co = i, /, k, gives first

= - 2 S . eYi^-H

Hence (and mutatis mutandis):

Sit= S. eid)~H
u

With these expressions we get

i<p- H

and the second members evidently represent each a linear vector function of e.
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We designate them respectively by \//oe and by ̂ e , so that

And putting

we have now
Sp=

Generally having, for any vector &>,

the conjugates i/»0'w and i/z/w will be

with

v » = -2—Vi<j>-HSico,

(0= (Vm(l>-1i+Yi(j>-1co) + -^

§IV.

The condition which must be fulfilled when the extremity of p is to move on
the limiting curve may be stated as follows:—

Generally the extremity of p is comprised within the inside of the curve in
question. In that case two different axes of infinitesimal rotation, say e and ê
will produce variations Sp differing generally from each other in direction and
length. We may assume generally, also, that if e and ex be opposed to each other
so that

we will also have

But when the extremity of p is infinitesimally near the limiting curve, then
we cannot any more admit this, because if e
should bring the point m (extremity of p) to
the point mf inside the curve, then the rota-
tion ex = (—e) would have to bring the point
m to m/ outside, a circumstance which can-
not take place, as it is against the very
definition of the curve.

We may try the supposition that for a point p on the limiting curve the
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value of \pe will vanish for any direction of e, without even excepting that
direction of e which might render xjje parallel
to the element dp of the curve.

If, for example, we put the question to
determine the maximum of Tp under the con-
dition

Up = constant,
then we get the two equations

=0 and YpSp = 0,

which result into
So = ilre = 0 .

Another supposition to be tried will be to assume that for a point on the
limiting curve the direction of i/»e will be parallel to dp for any direction of e, so
that in that case the possibly not vanishing */»e will be invariable as to e.

These two suppositions expressed respectively by the condition

and by the condition

in each case for any direction of e, are not excluding each other, and we will be
able to show that the consequences of the second of the conditions involve
the consequences of the first of them.

We may remark that the first of the conditions, namely,

^re = 0 , for any e,

will also present itself when we look upon the limiting curve as being the
general envelope of all the possible curves which the extremity of p may
describe under various limitations.

We may further remark that the condition

namely

expresses the answer to the problem of finding the curve comprising the area-
maxima of all the areas comprised by curves described by the extremity of p.

In order to conceive how the extremity of p may be caused to describe
certain definite curves (both in the case of an envelope and in the case of an
area to be considered), we must reflect that the expression of p depends on the
three scalar elements of the versor p, and that we may conceive a certain
relation between the three to be established, so that only two of them may be
considered as independent. But here there arises the theoretical difficulty of
our inability of guessing at the true nature of the relations to be established
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so long as the true nature of the limiting curve is ignored. This our inability
of establishing the proper limitations between the three scalar elements of p will
force us into the fear that, instead of an outermost limiting curve, we will
deduce a possibly self-intersecting curve with many branches, but certainly
all evidently contained in the outermost limiting curve.

From the equation Ydp\pe=0 we draw the three scalar equations—

Sidpyjse = S. e^'Yidp = 0 ,

Sjdpxfse = S. exls'Vjdp = 0 ,

Skdpxjse = S . exJ/YJcdp = 0.
As we have assumed

dp=jdy+kdz,
we get

Vjdp = idz,

= —idy.

The two last of the scalar equations will give

Se\fr'i = Q .

But we easily find that xjj'i is identically zero, because substituting i for w in the
expressions of i/»0'w, I/»I'CB we get

, ,. \id>-H .„ , yi<h-H
\//ot= — 1 2 = H ^ — -
Y ° u u

and

which owing to u<2 = Si(j>~1i become

so that xpo'i + x}t1'i = \(j'i = O identically.
There remains the first scalar equation

or

As this equation is to be satisfied for any direction of e we must have

y]s'Vidp = 0,
or, under another form :

dy\}s'k —
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From this second form of the equation we deduce

This parallelism of xfi'j and \\s'k is also the consequence of the condition

•\/re=0 , for any e,

because treating this last equation successively by S.i, S.y, S./c it gives first

S.i\f,e = S.e\ls'i = O,

which is identically satisfied, because \j/i is identically zero.
Then the two other equations,

have to be satisfied for any direction of e. This must be effected by the least
number of assumptions, lest we get too many conditions between the three
scalar elements of p. The only way to reduce the number of conditions is to
assume the parallelism between xft'j and \}/k again.

§ VI.

We cannot refrain from sketching briefly a method of development of the
equations

and

which we have abandoned owing to the complication arising from the rational-
ising the expressions containing the radicals u, v, to together.

If we develop namely xji'j and \\i'k into their components parallel to i, j , k,
putting (for reasons easily to be accounted for)

f'j = -iP1-jQ -Ml,,

where with the notations

we have

P2

v u * w n

V U
VOL. XXXIII. PART II. 4 A
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then the equation xft'Vidp = 0 decomposes itself into the three

The elimination of •£ gives the equations

and their consequence

It is evident that each of these equations contains the three radicals u, v, w
all three at the same time, and their transformation into rational expressions
depending on the nine coefficients

Sai, So/, Sale,

fSyi, &c,

will lead to hopeless complications from a practical point of view. Of course
the expressions of Q, Hv E2 may be slightly simplified by the use of the direct
function <f> instead of (/r1, but the fact remains that powers of uneven degree
of u, v, w will affect together always each of the equations.

We will only add the remark that theoretically the two scalar equations
above, and the two scalar equations to be derived from

will constitute four equations from which the three elements of the versor^
may be supposed to be eliminated, so that the problem is theoretically definite.

We may also remark that when \jj'(Vidp) = 0 is satisfied, that is when the
point of tangence is situated on the limiting curve, then we have for the primi-
tive function

As V(idp) is directed normally to the curve, the equation shows that a rotation
c parallel to the normal produces a displacement of the extremity of p in the
direction of the tangent.

From the above equation we draw by the application of the operator \jj:

Now as \jj'i=O we have also XJJ(K) = O, where

K, = V(i///i/r'£) generally.
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The cubic relative to \\i becomes a quadric, namely,

+ «Sicu = 0, *

475

where
M1=

M2= -Sjy]r'j-Skfk= +Q-Q = 0.

The quadric can also be put under the form
f2co = Y[iY(Kco)].

Putting o> || Vidp we get
idp) = Y. \iV(KVidp)]

= V. i(dp§/ci — iSicdp)

Hence by the above :

and
M1 = 0 by ^'(YidP) = 0.

This shows that when the point of tangence is on the limiting curve we have

but this remark is unessential as to the sequel.

§VII.

Let us examine «/«w more particularly. First we see that

owing to 0=iu+jv + kw. As <p and (p'1 are self-conjugate-vector functions, it
follows that

thus we have

This equation at once gives us the certainty that the primitive function I/>0OJ will
vanish also when a takes a particular direction. (We have shown this neces-
sity in a paper published in the Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin. of the year 1881-82,
p. 342.)

* Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin,, 1882-83, p. 342.
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Let us call £ the vector, for which we have

This equation gives the three scalar equations:

In developing V. i<f>-1i = V.jk^~li, &c, by the formula

we get easily, employing the notations %i = Sj<f> lk, y1 = Sk<j>~1i, z1 = ̂ i<f>'1j:

hence

hence

0 — ZjSf/c—a^Sfi;

i" = ZiS^A; = a scalar = — N ;

+
yl z1

We assume N~x1y1z1, introducing thus a factor for the sake of which some
precautions are to be taken when two of the three xx, yx> zx should vanish at
the same time. We have thus

By »/»oC=O, and having generally

we get

This shows that when e takes the direction of I, then the extremity of 6,
namely, the centre of the ellipsoid, remains unmoved, whereas the extremities
of pi, <ru Ti displace themselves by the rotation round the instantaneous axis
directed parallel to £.

We have in this particular case

where dt has a convenient scalar value.
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§ VIII.

Let us now calculate t//x£ explicitly. The expression of ^w gives

Now £ may be written

Having
<j) - H = — iSi<p ~ 1i —jSj<p ~H—&S&0 ~ H = — iu2 —jzx

we get

The coefficient of i, namely.

7ft

where we apply the formulas

hence

f

and introduce

Thus we get

This gives at once

Then

in

and

Applying to the second member

for

we get

m r m
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These values give (as #, = Sj(f)~:k):

m m
Hence

nm-^r1g=V.i<f>iSj<p-'lJc—Y.i<j>-HSj<pk.

Developing Vi<j>i and Vfy'H into their components parallel to/, &:

V i ^ i = Y.jlc<j>i =jSJc<f>i—JcSj<pi,
Yi<j>-H

we get

+ Jc[ - 8j$i&i4>-lk

Now (j> and 0"1 being self-conjugate, we replace Skfa, Sk<f>-li, respectively by

in the term affected byy, and

in the term affected by k. This gives

k- Si<f> - ^Sj

The coefficients of y, k are respectively

and

s. Yki
So that, with a change of sign (Sk<f>-lk.<j>k= —Sk^k^k, &c), and introducing
the notation

3

we have
»»«*i(£)

Let us further consider for any vector X:

V. fkfi -JX = V. ( 2 ^ ) (Soo»SaX)

.
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Hence, as afi = y, ya=/3, /3y = a, we get generally

S\0\0-xX == Sa\S/3\Sry\ x A,
where

It is evident that, if we add and subtract unity, the second member will repre-
sent the development of

1 c\f¥ a-

We have thus

8

Introducing the notation
o =

7

we finally get
W 1 = — aj&jCj.A,

W 2 = —a2b2c2.A,

[j33s 22c2] x A .

We put generally for h = 1, 2, 3 :
WA' = « A ^ ,

then
WA=-WA'A

and

If we treat the fundamental equation

by S. £, we get
S. ty'Yidp) = S. Vid/)^?= 0;

and, as

we get
0 = W3S .jVidp + W2S. hVidp ,
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namely,
0 = Ws( - Skdp) + Y?$dp,

and for dp =jdy + kdz the result becomes

W3(fe-W2<% = 0.

We have, therefore, for the element of the limiting curve,

Of course, there are two more conditions to be satisfied in order that the
extremity of p be actually on the curve.

We may remark that £ may also be put under a second and a third form,
namely, the first being

t iX0 . 1 •
£= v — xrf-h,

we have also

where

Hence if we put by analogy

( | 0 ^ 2 ) e , ST =

we get, it is true,

but these two last expressions are only exceptionally representing da, dr
respectively, namely, they do so only when Vjdo-, or VMr, satisfy an equation
analogous to

We put

and

then we have

and also

If we put

we have
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Further, owing to dp - (odt', the fundamental equation

becomes

Now

as \f/i = identically zero, the equation becomes now simply

As we have

it follows that

and the fundamental equation also takes the form

If we replace xjj'k and (—*//)") by their expressions (already stated in § VI.),

the equation will decompose itself into three vector components parallel respec-
tively to i, j , k, which have to be annulled separately, so that we get

O = Ws'P8+W8'Plt

O = W3'Q+W2E2.

These reproduce the equations of the same form stated in § VI., in which
dz are replaced proportionally by W8' and by W2'. These three equations are
equivalent to only two distinct ones, because as, for example, the necessary
relation

R1R2-Q2 = 0

will help to transform the third of the equations into the second one,

W3'Q + W2'Ra = §• (W.'Rj + W2'Q) = 0.

For this reason the equation
*'(&)=0

can yield but two distinct scalar equations. "We will get them by treating
0 by S.e( ) and by S.^i( ).

VOL. XXXIII. PAKT II. 4 B
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Curiously enough, the scalars

S.if% and S.(0-xt)-f&

give the same result, at factors "pres" which cannot generally be annulled;
this happens owing to the fact that

but we shall establish this relation further on.

Let us treat first the case

S.i+%) = 8.^+1 = 0.
We have, by § I I I . :

tyi ty

yJrA = —Vid>" H = —Yjkd) ~ HT' u r u J T

= — (jy i-tei);
(0

hence
i • -/?/i xi\, 7/xi ^l^

r •'vu v J \w u J
and as

^ = xofj>-li-x^i ,
we deduce

If now we consider the expressions of Vfv W2, W3, we get

W ! = SVjkY<fd<p-H= zxy0-

w
W

This gives

w 2 = s
W 3 = SYijV<pk(}> - lk = yxx0 - y^ .

w w W\—J + —2+—3)
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As x1 vanishes only for particular directions of the system a, /3, y, we must
assume

w w2 w
u v w '

or briefly
w

2—x = 0.
u

Let us form also

We have

First,

gApplying

and

we get

Secondly,

Hence

Having

we get

— —(h'HVid) H)= —V(d>i.i)
uT v r ' urn. ^

1 . . 1
A r fw\ L v ji v i^ J n i iwi *- t/1/ 0 0 J
U/flV IV/iO

ffl

Hence
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By the juxtaposition of ifri and \jj(<j)'H),

._ /yx
 xi\,j.(xi z \

we remark that we have

Vi) J

This accounts for the fact that

becomes identically zero, because ^ and £0 are perpendicular to one another by
the definition of t,v Hence

It follows that for any line co directed in the plane of i and of <f}~H, namely
in the plane normal to the ellipsoid at the extremity of px and containing the
vector px, the results of

S.
will solely give the equation

w
=•—1 = 0 .

u

§XI.
Let us now form the result

As <f>i differs generally in direction from i and from $~H we may expect an
equation distinct from the preceding one.

We have

V
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1 yZ r -—f-- -f

Treating first i/>0(<̂ ') by S.£1( the coefficient of S&i will be

1 . W.

Then, remarking that we have

we get
W W

We will at once eliminated by i ^ i = 0,
w u

taking
_ w 3 = = w L + w

VJ u v

Thus
w

W

wAs t̂ "1 is self-conjugate we have for the coefficient of—2

Also

We have thus, first,
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Secondly, in S . ^ i ^ i the first term of ty-^i disappears, because
— x-sfa. We get

Taking the <j>~1 of the expression of

In the coefficient of tc0 we have

m *

~ m mimi m
This gives

W

Summing together S^(^o + ifii)<f>i we have the factor W, affecting all the
terms, and the equation

in which for abbreviating we put

becomes

w w
If, instead of eliminating —-, we had eliminated —% from S^o(</>«), we would
have got

w i~ w- S L [ s

But as we have
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the last but one equation becomes

-H _ x ] = 0.
J

As the factor Wx= -rtAciA vanishes only for particular directions of a, /?, y,
the general solution will be either

yhU3 = Y=«2S/#> -H + X,

or
-H- X .

But the equation 2 —3- = 0 is a consequence of these two, because

(Y + Z) = u2S(Vj<pj+YJc<pk)(j>-»i

we may therefore look upon the expressions of —L— and —s— as con-
stituting the two equations sought for.

§ XII.

If we express the quantities Y and Z in function of the nine coefficients
av ftj, r,v a2, b2, &c, we will find that the expressions contain the same con-
stant factor A which we have found to affect the quantities Wv W2, W3.

First as to X we have

v
2 (&• a2b2c2
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As la^a^O, the term in cf + tf + c2 disappears, and as ax
2 + b^ + c^ — 1, we

get

X = So^V x c2g -1) + 2 W l
2 x b^ -1)

The first term may be written

the second term

By circular permutation of a, b, c, av &a, we move the letters one step
forward in the 2 of the first term (a into b, b into c, &c), and one step back-
ward in the 2 of the second term (« into c, b into a, &c), the terms become
respectively,

and
5V „ n2h2f— —

Thus we get:

Thus far as to X. For the other term in Y = uiSj<f)j(j)'H + 'K we have

Applying /3y = a, y/J= — a, &c, we get

c2

Treating by S .j, and applying Sa/= -a2, S/3?'= -b2, Syj= -e2,
2 7 2

a2 c2

- - ^ & 2 c 2 a 1 + — a 2 & 2 C !

&2 , a 2
c 0 +
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W e have now for Y = u2$j<l>j(f>~1i + ~X.

/1 1 \
•\-r ^ - i s)i •*- IF 9 7 • 0 07. "L 1.91. 9 ~l
X •—— £jlAt \ -. jj ~ ~ ^ Jl M/ Cl'il/gt/n ^ p O C/i UnUo "~* t/ t / | C*q('q I •

\ 0 t J •*. * o l i OJ

We have

Substituting this into the [ ] we get

+ b\\b2c2-Vb1\ca

The terms in the second line are

= b\2c2(a1b2 — cs) ,

and as
— c3 = S7& = SVafiVij = SajS/3i—SaiSffj=a2bl — (r^.,

we get

so that the terms in b2 becoaie

The terms of the third line are

and as
b-s= —S/3k = Sayij

= SajSyi — SaiSyj

hence

the terms in c2 become
c\\a2.

We have now
Y =

And if we put

and consider that by § VIII. we have

namely, there we have

we have thus
Y=-Y'A.

With the notation already indicated in § VIII. as to WA, the equation

VOL. XXXIII. PART II. 4 C
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becomes now
"•S W"A=:0.

The equation ^ » — Z = 0 may be easily transformed by the help of the pre-

ceding one.
We have, namely, by § XL,

Y+Z=-ttsWj.
This givesgi

Z = 2 ( a V a M
= 2a2«1

a(61c1 + &2c

= — (2a2a1
3J3c3)A

We put
Z' = 2

then the equation in question becomes

w

Generally we treat the case in which a2, b2, c2 are different from one another.
The equations are therefore

Y' = ^ W 2 ' (I.)

Z' = - W ' rtl.)

In order to render these equations rational in respect to Sai, Sa/, &c, we
require only one squaring of both members in each equation. This is not

W
the case with the equation 2 —• = 0 .

We may put the two equations under the form

and remark as a curiosity the relation drawn, as, for example, from the first

/(SfflV)»_

so that the second member expresses a certain mean value of the terms
appearing in the first member.
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§ XIII.

We are now able to eliminate v and w from the expression of p. We have,
namely,

We have also

hence with
Q = iu+jv+Jcw,

we get
p = iu +jv + Jew — iu — j — — yfĉ i =

We deduce

u
Multiplying respectively by

uT, uZ',
and applying (I.), (II.), we get

yuY' = uvY' - ZjY' = ?i4W2' - z1 Y'

zuTI = uwZ' -yx71 = M4W3' - yxZ'.
Having

z1 = Sa2axa2, y1 = '2a2a3a1,
and

we may write
yuY' = SaV^Wj'o, - Y'o J

' = Z'a'myWg'a! - Z'as].

Of the factors between [ ], the first is

[ a2ax
sb2c2 + Wafi^bzCz + c^a^b^-i

and the corresponding factor in zuZ' is the same with the index 2 changed
into 3,

But
aj)2 - bxa2 = SazS/3; — SfiiSaj = Sa^' i = — SyJc = c3; &c, &c.

The factors are respectively

and
. O s t -

Ihis gives
yuY' = Sa
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If in the second terms we permute the letters one step forward in the series
a, b, c, a, &c, the terms become respectively

Joining them to the first terms we have

yuY' = 2«262a1&1c2c3[61a2 - ax&2]

A n d a s
l^a., — afiv = Sfiaji = Syh = — c3;

— bxa3 + ajbs = Safiki = S^' = — c2,
we get

<7 1123 1*

We may remark that the second members may be put under the form

+ 2a2J2[a262+a3&3]c2c3
2 (in the case of the first equation)

so that

Likewise in the case of the second equation

zuZ'=a262c2S[ W2'S%' + W3'Sj0j].

Hence dividing the first by W2', the second by W8', and remarking that

1L-VL Z' -US

W2'~ v '
we get

As
dz Ws'

we may also write these equations under the form

dtlY being a convenient infinitesimal scalar.
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§XIV.

To express the nine coefficients au b1} cx, a2, &c, which determine the posi-
tion of the system a, /3, y, we adopt for a the angle A which a forms with i and
the angle B which the projection of a on the plane (j, k) forms with j . Thus
we have

sin A+& sin B sin A .
For abbreviation's sake, we put

cosA = a0, sin A = a';

ODSB = &0, sin B = &'.

Then comparing

a = iao+ja'bo+ka'b',
we deduce

ax = a 0 , a2 = a'bQ, a3=a'b'.

Calling fi0 and y0 the directions forming with a a three-rectangular system in
such a position that /?0 be coplanar with a, and i, we have then

A)=y<>«.

and y0 being perpendicular to i and to a we have

^W = ° > Syoa = 0,
hence

with

Thus

hence
-n* = a(?-l=-a'K

We put
n = a' (not = — a').

Thence
a'y0 = Via = ka% —ja'b',

This gives
& = (-/&'+kbo)[iao+a!(j\+kb')],

hence

namely,
iS0 = - ia' +jboa0 + kb'aQ.

We now turn the system a, /30, y0 round a as axis and to the amount of
an angle C, and we shall have

where
p' = cos |C+osin
^'=008^0 — a sin
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This gives, leaving yoa in the place of /J0}

Developing

B = (cos £C + a sin |C)y0a(cos JC — a sin JO),

y = (cos JO + a sin £C)ya(cos £0 — a sin JO).

+ sin | C cos iC(

7 = cos2 JC .70 - sin2-|C(a7aa)

+sin JO cos |C(a7o - y o a) .

Having Sy0a=0 we deduce

Hence

Replacing

we have

or putting also

a70a2=—a7o =

ayoa = 2aS70ct—70a
2 = 7 0 .

^= 7 o a(cos 2 |C - s in 2 |C) + 270 sin JC cos | C ,

7=70(cos2^C—sin2^C) + 2a70 sin \G cos JO.

Bo
 for 70a

- / 3 0 for a70

B = |S0 cos C+7 0 sin C

7 = 700030-/8081110;

cosO=c0, siuO=c',

and replacing for &, y0 their expressions, we get

B=(-ia'
+ (-jV+kb0Y,

We have thus
w' —ja^—kaoi')c'.

/3 = - m'c0 +i(a0 V o - VC1) + k(aob'ce+boc')

7 = m'c' + j (— a0 V - — &'c0)+K—aob'c' + boco).

This gives us the table of values, including those derived from a

62 = a0 Vo—^'c '

= a'c', c2 = —

as = a'b'

^3 = a o^ ' c

c3 = — ao

§xv.
We will now express the quantities u2, v2, w2, W/, W2', W3', Y', Z', YIf Z1

in function of the three angles A, B, C, and their dependents a0, a', b0, V, c0> c'.
If we examine the values of a2, b2, c2, and compare them to those of az, bz, c3,
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we see that to pass from an expression in which a%, bv c2 enter alone (exclusive
of a3, b3, c8) to the similar expression in a3, ba, c3 we have only to change

b0 into b', and V into (—b0).
First

v? - 2 « V = a V+a'2(&V+c2c'%)

which is independent of b0, V. Then

v2 = a2a'%2

namely,

Introducing

8in2B = B',
we have

cos 2B = Bo

By analogy we introduce also

cos2O = C0,sin2C = O\

but we will leave c0
3, c'2 as they are, putting only 2c0c' = C. Thus by multiply

ing both members of the expression of v* by 2,

2v2 = (1 + B0)[a
2a'2+ao

2( J2c0
2+c2c'2)]

+ (l-B0)[6V2+c2c0
2]

2-y2 = [a%'2 + ao
2(&2co

2 + c2c'2) + (62c'2 + c2c0
2)]

+ B0[a
2a'2 + ao

2(S2co2 + c2c'2) - J2c'2 - c\*]

_B' (5 2 -c 2 )a 0 C.

By the above-mentioned change of b0 into V, b' into — b0 we get

B0 = &0
2-&'2 changed into &'2- 60

2= - B o ,

B' = 2&0&' changed into -2b\= - B ' .
Put t ing

[ ' 2 ( & V + c V 2 ) + &2c'2+0%*]=a;0
&V+c2c'2) - (b2c'2+c2c0

2)] - B'(&2 - c> 0 C ' = x',
we have at once
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We remark that by the value of u2 and by

we have
+x0 = a V + a ^ & V + c V 2 )

+ aV2+ao
2(&2co

2+c2c'2)+6V2+c2c0

W2 = a'6o(ao6oco - &'c')( — ao V " "

Then

= a'60[ - ao\\c' + 6 ' V
4W2 = a%[ - V( l + B0)C + (1 - B0)C - 2a0B'C J

= a%[a'2C + B0C'( - 1 - a0
2) - 2B'a0O0].

If we put
W' =

and by analogy,
W0 = a'2C,

we have
4W2' = a\(W0-W)

4W8=a'6'(W0+W).

As to W/=ai ^ cx it is independent of Bo, B', namely, we get

For the calcul of Y'Z', we may prepare the following values. First, we have
already

3 3
Secondly,

c2a2= -(aoboo' + b'c0)a'b0

= -a'(bo\c'+bob'co)

4c2a2 = - 24(1 + B > / + B'cJ

4c2a2 = ( - 2a')[a0c' + (Boc'«o + B'c0)]
4c3a3 = ( - 2a') [ a / - (B/a0 + B'e0)].

Thirdly,

4 ^ = (2a')[aoco - (Boaoco-B'c')] •
Substituting into

Y ' = a?a* b2c2

we get
4 Y ' V [ ' C '

- a co
3)( - 2a')[aoc' + B / a 0 + B ' c 0 ]
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Grouping the terms independent of Bo, B' separately from those which are
dependent on Bo, B', and putting

4Y' = X0+X'

4Z' = X 0 - X \

we have (remarking 2coc' = C'),

and

Xo = a'\C'[a\* + a'\b\* + cV2)]

X0=-2W1'««,

Replacing

we get

Putting

we have

+ c2a'ic

+ 2B'[-a%0

'2[B0a0C'-2B'C'2]

t2ao
2(l + ao

2) + a'4l
4C0 + a'4(JV-c2

X' = B0«0C'[ - a%0
2( 1 + «o2) + a '

§ xvi.

The equations (I.) (II.) of § XII. put under the form

vY'-usW2'=0
wZ'-usWa' = 0

when rendered rational as to u, v, w, and when multiplied by 25, are of course

(I.)' (2^) X (24Y'2) -M« 25W2'
2 = 0

(II.)' (2w;2) x (2'Z'2) - «9. 26W3'
2 = 0 .

The first becomes
(x0+x')(X0+X')» - u62a"bQ\W0 - Wf = 0.

We group the terms so as to put those of even order in Bo, B' together, and
those of uneven order together, replacing 2Z>0

2 by 1+ B 0 .
VOL. XXXIII. PART H. 4 D
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Thus we have for the first equation (I'):

+X'2) + 2x'XQT - «<te*[ W o »+W - 2B0W Wo]

'2) + 2x0X0T - «%'2[B0( Wo»+W'«) - 2 Wo W] = 0.

The second equation (II') will contain the same terms as the first, with this
difference, that the terms in the second line will have changed signs because
of the change of sign of a/, X' and W, and of Bo.

Thus the terms of the first line will be = zero separately, and the terms of
the second line will be =zero separately also.

The terms of the first line will be obtained by the sum

-M6W3'2) = 0 (III.)

the terms in the second line in question will be obtained by subtraction

(<w2Y'2-«<W2'
2)-(w2Z -M6W8'2) = l) (IV.)

By the application of
B0

2+B'2=l

we may transform the terms of order zero in (III.) or the terms of the first
order in (IV.) in order to render the equations homogeneous as to Bo, B'.
The equations will then be respectively of the forms

H0B0
3+H1B0

2B' + H2B0B'2+H3B'3 = 0 .

More explicitly it can easily be shown that these equations are of the forms

G0'(B0a0C')2+G1'(B0a0C')B'+G2B'2 = 0

Ho'Bo3(aoC')2+H1'B0
2B'(a0C)+H2B0B'*+H3'B'8(a0C')2 = 0.

As to their degree the terms are complete rational functions of the tenth
degree in (III.), and twelfth in (IV.), in respect to both «</, a', and co,c'.

If we look on the whole question from a theoretical point of view, we may

say that the question is now solved, because the elimination of -^ from the two

last equations will give us a relation between the two angles A and C, so that
one of them, A as for example, being looked upon as an independent variable,
will determine the other angle C in this hypothesis, and consequently B, and
mediately y and z will depend upon A. Of course this theoretical result, when
put to the practice, will lead to inextricably complicated multiple solutions,

owing to the high degree of the resultant of the elimination of g?.
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For the present we have contented ourselves with the treatment of several
particular cases, namely,

(a) whenB 0
2 =+l , B' = 0,

that is, when the angle B has its extremity at the end of any of the four
quadrants \

(b) when B0 = 0, B ' 2 = + l ,

when the extremity of B lies in the bisecting lines of the four quadrants;
(o) when the angles A and C answer to the values

3co8*A=l, O = + l , C0 = 0,

in which case the relation (IV.) decomposes itself into the three linear factors

and the equation (III.) becomes an identity.




